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Peculiarities of Confessional Structure and Tendencies of Religious Tourism 

In Belarus.  

Religious tourism is one interesting sort of modern tourism in the world. Combination of 

religious motives and cultural and cognitive motives is very perspective for the future. Some 

peculiarityes typical for this kind of tourism are shown at the exact examples. Problems of 

forming streams of pilgrimage and raligious tourism  in Belarus are considered in the article. 

 

 

In the age of globalization pilgrim tourism as a form of confessional relations is growing in 

scale both worldwide and in Belarus. In the 1990s the Republic of Belarus became the 

independent player on the world market for travel and tourism. At the beginning of the 1990s, 

after the collapse of the USSR, abandonment of the Communism ideology and with market 

transformations of economy beginning, the development of demonopolization, destatization and 

privatization processes in the sphere of tourism began in all post-Soviet countries, including 

Belarus.  It is private ownership that was primarily developing due to the liquidation of state 

monopoly on domestic and international tourism. As a result, a real tourism market began to 

form.  

To encourage the development of tourism industry in the Republic of Belarus the 

government carries out the national tourism policy aimed at improvement in domestic and 

inbound tourism sphere, and at raising the significance of regions.  The policy is also closely 

connected with the economic conception of territory development, which is based on the 

following: 

 establishing a structure of tourism management that would allow to control and most 

effectively use regional territorial resources and facilities regardless of ownership type and 

departmental affiliation, provided environmental protection;  

 establishing a competitive tourist product meeting the economic, social and aesthetic 

needs of the population, provided preserving the environmental, historical and cultural assets; 

 working out schemes of attracting domestic and outward investments; 

 satisfying the population’s demand for tourist services; 

 developing the tourism industry up to the latest world standards; 

 creating favorable conditions for the development of all population groups’ social 

tourism. 

 



One of the areas covered by the tourist sector improvement is the development of tourism 

infrastructure nearby objects of historical and cultural heritage (including objects of religious 

confessions referring to monuments of architecture), as well as the development of social, 

cognitive, religious and nostalgic tourism [1]. 

Lately, religious tourism has been spreading across Belarus along with the traditional 

kinds.  

The development of religious tourism in the Republic of Belarus is mainly predetermined 

by the changes that have taken place in the socio-political life of the country at the end of the XX 

– beginning of the XXI century.  Since the mid-1980s, the Belarusian nation’s ethno-religious 

identity has greatly increased, and the confessional factor has gained more significance in the 

socio-political life of the society. This was promoted by democratization of the social life, and 

reconsideration of the church-state relations. Religion became viewed as a guarantee of stability, 

inviolability of morals, and resurrection of national traditions.  

Current religious situation in Belarus can be generally characterized by an increase in 

religiosity, missionary activity of Protestant communities, and roles of traditional Christian 

denominations, such as Orthodoxy and Catholicism, as well as by revival of Judaism, 

Lutheranism, and Islam [2].  

 Belarus is a multifaith country. The specific character of the religious situation in Belarus 

is first of all determined by its geopolitical location, which is at the interface of Occidental and 

Oriental civilizations, with Catholicism and Orthodoxy dominating in turns. 

Multiconfessionalism has always been typical of the states occupying the territory of 

contemporary Belarus throughout various historical periods.  

 

Throughout the history Belarus has been at the interface of the two worlds, two cultures, 

and ideologies. This fact has determined its unique cultural and historical situation in Europe. 

The two main religions in Belarus – Orthodoxy and Catholicism – have always coexisted, 

tolerant to each other. Before the 1596 Union of Brest-Litovsk the Orthodox Belarusians 

considerably prevailed over local Catholics, Muslims, Judaists, and Protestants. In the XVII-XIX 

centuries the Orthodox were joining the Uniate Church that had absorbed many of the Orthodox 

traditions, liturgies and was using Old Church Slavonic and vernacular languages. At the end of 

the XVIII cent. the Uniates made up about 70% of the population, with Catholics about 15%,  

Orthodox – 6%, Judaists – 7%, Protestants and others about 2%. In 1839, after the annulment of 

the Union of Brest-Litovsk, the Uniate Church was integrated with Russian Orthodox Church. In 

the XX century the orthodox part of the population went back to dominating 60%.  



As of January 1st, 2007 there are 25 denominations registered in the Republic of Belarus, 

while there were only 9 ones in 1989.  

Table 1.  

Confessional structure of the Belarusian population (number of communities, 2007) 

Denomination Number of Communities 

Total Number % 

Orthodoxy  1426 48.4 

Protestantism 986 33.4 

Catholicism  454 15.4 

Judaism 31 1.1 

Islam 24 0.8 

Other  27 0.9 

Total 2953 100 

 

 

There are 2 953 religious communities registered on the territory of Belarus, at the disposal 

of which there are 2 664 hieratic buildings, 671 of them being cultural property sites. The 

universal importance of Belarusian landmarks has been acknowledged by UNESCO experts. 

Farny Church with the Radzivils’ chapelle ardente in Nesvizh, St Boris and Gleb’s 

(Borisoglebskaya or Kolozhskaya) Orthodox Church of XII century in Grodno, The Salvation 

and St Ephrosinya’s (Spasso-Ephrosinyevskaya) Orthodox Church and St. Sophia’s (Sophiyskiy) 

Orthodox Cathedral in Polotsk, St. Nikolas’ monastery in Mogilev, defense temples in 

Synkovichi near Slonim and in Kamai near Postavy, wooden churches of Polesie – all these 

historical and cultural landmarks are to be included in the World Heritage List.  

People’s ethno-religious identity increasing, the role of religious tourism in the country is 

rising as well. The development of tourism as a social-economical phenomenon started in 

Belarus in XIX century. Before there were no significant changes in the consumption pattern 

although tourism in contemporary meaning already existed and was represented in two forms: 

entertainment trips of local elite and pilgrimage. The main tourism objects of those times were 

the centers of spiritual and social life: monasteries and cathedrals, and manor-houses and castles 

respectively.  

There are three forms of religious tourism: pilgrimage, religious tours and special tours for 

both pilgrims and sightseers [4].  

Pilgrimage is one of the oldest forms of tourism. Its rise was connected with the formation 

of the fundamental world denominations. Pilgrimage can be viewed as wandering of people with 
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the purpose of worshipping holy sites. There are various motives for pilgrimage, the main three 

being the following: 

 performing a religious ceremony or participating in one; 

 worshipping a holy site, temple, hallows; 

 spiritual self perfection. 

The idea of pilgrimage is based on the belief, that a prayer or a rite must be connected with 

a certain location, natural or artificial object that have to do with a god or other hallowed 

phenomenon.  

There are about 50 pilgrimage centers in Belarus (see table 2), the majority of which 

belongs to Belarusian Orthodox Church (64%), Roman Catholic Church (36%). Among 

dominating pilgrimage objects one can find holy sites with wonderworking icons (46%), holy 

springs (30%), and fonts by holy springs (10%). The two most worshipped icons in Belarus are 

Zhirovichi Icon of the Mother of God (Zhirovichi village, Slonim district, Grodno region) and 

Budslav Mother of God Icon (Budslav village, Myadel district, Minsk region).  

Worshipping of holy miraculous icons is quite widespread in Belarus. There are a number 

of most revered icons in Belarusian Orthodox Church: Minsk Mother of God Icon (Saint Spirit 

Cathedral, Minsk city), Barkalabovsk Mother of God Icon (Byhov city, Mogilev region), 

Kupyatich Mother of God Icon (Kupyatichi village, Pinsk district, Brest region), Orsha Mother 

of God Icon (Orsha city, Vitebsk region). Along with Budslav Mother of God Icon, icons that are 

most worshipped by Belarusian Catholics are the following:   Logishin Mother of God Icon 

(Logishin town, Pinsk district, Brest region),  Brest Mother of God Icon (Brest city), Gudogai 

Mother of God Icon (Gudogai village, Ostrovets district, Grodno region), Minsk Mother of God 

Icon (Minsk city, Saint Virgin Maria Cathedral), Kongregatskaya Mother of God Icon (Grodno 

city), and others. 

Annually thousands of believers flock to the incorruptible hallows of Belarusian saints: 

Saint Efrosinya of Polotsk (Polotsk city), Saint princess Sophia of Slutsk (Slutsk city), Saint 

John of Korma (Korma village, Dobrush district, Gomel region). 

Belarus indeed abounds with miracles, amid which one can mention myrrh dropping icons 

of Saint Pokrov church in Dzerzhinsk, the amazing cases of Christ and Blessed Virgin’s Holy 

Faces appearing on trees and rocks (Pustynki village, Mstislav district, Mogilev region), the 

unique cross-shaped boulders growing out of the ground (Turov city), etc.  

Yearly thousands of pilgrims head for the holy springs, the healing power of which has 

been acknowledged both by scientists and clergy (Zhirovichi village, Lagoysk city, Polykovichi 

village and others).  



The pilgrimage geography of Belarus is rather wide, as practically every area has its own 

holy sites, most of which are concentrated in Grodno region (14 objects) and Minsk region (10 

objects). The largest pilgrimage centers of Belarus are located in Zhirovichi village, Budslav 

village and Polotsk city, which are of national importance as they annually attract thousands of 

pilgrims not only from all over Belarus, but also from abroad.  
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The most ancient pilgrimage places in Belarus that have been well preserved and are 

dynamically developing at present time are Belarusian historical centers of the early Middle 

Ages: city of Polotsk and city of Turov. Religious pilgrimage in Polotsk has to do with the 

erection of Spaso-Preobrazhensky (Transfiguration of the Saviour) Monastery in the XII century 

(now Saint-Efrosinya Monastery). Its prioress was Efrosinya of Polotsk, who was consecrated a 

Belarusian saint by the Orthodox Church in 1984. The incorruptible hallows of Saint Efrosinya 

are now based in Saint –Efrosinya Church of Saint-Efrosinya Monastery in Polotsk, where they 

were transported from St Feodosiy Monastery, Jerusalem, in 1910.  pilgrimage in Polotsk 

appeared in XII – XIII centuries as pilgrimage to monasteries, and in XX cent. turned into 

pilgrimage to hallows.  Pilgrimage tours in Belarus are often timed to coincide with a certain 

date. Every year on the 5th of June people come to see the Holy Hallows of reverend Efrosinya 

Polotskaya, the Protectrix of White Russia.  

Pilgrimage to Turov as well as to Polotsk is historically connected with the monastery 

activity of the Orthodox Church. In XII century Turov became one of the Orthodox centers of 

Russia, and this is when St Boris and Gleb (Borisoglebski) Monastery, related with Lives of 

Saints Cyril, Laurentius and Martin of Turov, was erected. At the beginning of XVI century 

Turov is claimed to have had about 80 churches. In the XIX- first half of XX cent Turov turned 

into a small town, which however didn’t affect the inflow of pilgrims who were coming into 

town to see the famous Turov Crosses.  Legend has it that they came in floating upstream from 

Kiev in the X cent., but it wasn’t until the mid-XIX that the worshipping started. At that time an 

old graveyard of Turov revealed a stone cross growing right out of the ground, and sacralization 

of this pilgrimage object has been going on ever since.   

The largest center of Orthodox pilgrimage in Belarus is the Svyato-Uspenski Monastery in 

Zhirovichi village, Slonim district, Grodno region. It is famous for the ancient wonder-working 

sanctity, Zhirovichi Icon of Mother of God. Out of all Virgin Mary’s icons, the one in Zhirovichi 

is the smallest. It is made of light-gray jasper and ellipse-shaped, its size being that of a child’s 

palm (43x56mm). The icon depicts the bas-relief of the Blessed Virgin Mary holding the baby 

Jesus Christ in her right arm. It is remarkable that Zhirovichi Icon is one of the 100 most 

significant orthodox icons in the world, and is commemorated by the Orthodox every year on 

May 20. Nowadays the number of pilgrims flocking to Zhirovichi reaches approximately 1 mln 

people per year [6].  

Zhirovichi Monastery is also a remarkable monument of architecture of the XVII – XVIII 

centuries, and is a popular site of religious tours. The territory of the Monastery includes Svyato-

Uspenski bell-towered Cathedral, Yavlenskaya Church (Visitation Church) and Cross-Erecting 



Church, a seminary building, a living monasterial building, household outbuildings, a fruitery, a 

garden, a pond. The architectural ensemble is irregularly planned, has a picturesque three-

dimensional composition and is silhouetted due to the domed and towered churches. The 

architecture combines baroque, rococo and classicism styles.  

One of the main and largest catholic pilgrimage centers in Belarus is Budslav Catholic 

Church of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, which stores the miraculous Budslav 

Mother of God Icon (Budslav village, Myadel district, Minsk region). Throughout its long 

history the church along with the faithful have witnessed and survived many events and 

preserved God’s fame, this probably being the greatest miracle of Budslav Mother of God. 

According to historical evidence the miraculous appearance of Mother of God to Bernadines 

took place there in 1588. Local old-timers witnessed pilgrims coming to Budslav Mother of God 

from all over Belarus and abroad at all times, but it wasn’t until 1992 that the pilgrimage was 

officially permitted.  

Bernardines’ Catholic Church and Monastery have existed in Budslav since1589. Here in 

1613 the icon was stored and later twice transported to the newly built stone churches. As it is 

written in the monastery’s chronicles, in Rome the icon was presented by Pope Clement VIII to 

Minsk Voivode Yan Pats.  

Being stored in the wooden church, the icon immediately became the object of common 

people’s devotion, famous for miracles and grace, and in 1635 it replaced  the icon ―The meeting 

of the Mother of God and Saint Elizabeth‖ in the main altar. The history and miracles of the icon 

beginning with 1617 were described by prior Elevter Zeleevich  in his book ―Heaven’s Zodiac 

on Earth‖ (Vilno, 1650). The first miracle recorded in1617 was the recovery of sight of a 5-year 

old boy Iosafat Tyshkevich who later became a famous Carmelite priest. On the same day, 

Radzhinald Tyshkevich was healed of epilepsy that he had been suffering from for seven years.  

All in all, Zeleevich described 42 cases of miraculous healing.  

Nowadays there is an annual celebration of the Icon in Budslav, which takes place on July 

2 and is visited by about 35 000 people, with the yearly inflow of approximately 50 000 people 

[5].   

The important role in development of pilgrimage and organizing religious and cognitive 

tours is played by pilgrimage departments of Belarusian Orthodox and Catholic bishoprics, 

Judaic religious Association of Belarus.  

The pilgrimage department of the Bishopric of Minsk offers pilgrims a wide range of 

routes. One of the most popular is the route: Svyato-Blagoveschensky (The Annunciation) 

Monastery in Lyady – Svyato-Pokrovskaya (St. Basil) Church in Dzerzhinsk – Blessed 

Valentine’s grave in Kysovo village. There are also routes through remote sacred sites: Svyato-



Nikolaevsky (St. Nicolas) Church in Logoisk (moleben, spring) – Svyato-Preobrazhenskaya 

(Transfiguration of the Lord) Church in Porplische village – Rozhdestva Bogoroditsy (Nativity 

of the Virgin) Cathedral (acathistus of the wonderworking Mother of God Icon ―Mater 

Amabilis‖); Orthodox sanctities of Vitebsk; Ratomka – Zaslavl – Krasnoe – Molodechno – 

Vileika and others.  

One of the new objectives accomplished under the 2003 agreement between the State and 

the Church is the revival of religious tourism in our country. Cognitive and religious excursion 

tours include visiting religious sites, objects of worship, museums and exhibitions. Among tours 

of greatest demand is the tour around Polotsk, along with the tour Minsk – Slonim – Zhirovichi 

with visits to the historical center Slonim, the functional monastery, the seminary in Zhirovichi. 

Slonim has preserved the ancient planning and architectural monuments dating back to XVII-

XVIII centuries: former Bernardines’ monastery and nunnery, the city hall, the synagogue, St. 

Andrew Catholic Church and other ancient erections. The tour to the town Miory that includes 

visiting Miorski Catholic Church and ethnographic museum, and the tour to Mosar village 

(Glubokoe district, Vitebsk region) are extremely popular among tourists.  

The National Program for the Development of Tourism in the Republic of Belarus has 

determined two main directions of the development of religious tourism for 2006 – 2010:  

 visiting the main sanctities outside Belarus (Holy Land for Orthodox and Judaists, Holy 

Sepulcher and Rome for Catholics, Mecca and Medina for Muslims); 

 visiting the significant religious sites on the territory of Belarus by both residents and 

foreigners. 

Although not highly popular, religion-related tours abroad and particularly to Israel, 

Poland, Russia and some other countries are nevertheless becoming more appealing to 

Belarusians.  

Pilgrimage-wise, Belarus is a quite unique country with a great many of sanctities, and the 

right tack taken, the spiritual wealth of our motherland will undoubtedly be appreciated not only 

by our countrymen, but also by visitors and pilgrims from abroad.  
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